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RESULTS & ANALYSIS

INTRODUCTION

IMPLEMENTATION

Modern integrated circuits pass through many hands from initial design to
release into the supply chain, and typically contain third party intellectual
property (IP).

Two algorithms derived from the pseudocode of RELIC-FUN were implemented to obtain the desired results.
1)

Often, a design will use not just individual cells but large pregenerated IP
cores for which the engineer may not have source code. The only access the
engineer has to the third party circuitry is the netlist after the design has been
compiled and synthesized. Netlists may also be recovered from fabricated
chips returned from the foundry.
In either of these cases, malicious code may have been inserted into the
design, either via extra logic in a third party IP core, or changes to the design
by a malicious foundry. Verification that the design functions only as intended
is difficult. The DesCyPhy Lab is working towards securing next generation
microelectronic chips.

METHODS

The first algorithm explains how we classify registers.
a) Finding k-slice: A slice of this form is a feasible cut of the
output Y, and we call a conforming slice of k inputs
k-feasible.
b) Sorting signals & classes
i) All registers in the target list are our target signals;
ii) For each target signal, we identify one k-feasible
slice of it, where k is specified by users;
iii) Functional equality between two k-slices are decided
by the second algorithm, and signals with
functionally equivalent k-slices will be classified into
the same class;
iv) Signals in the classes with larger size are identified
as data registers, while others are identified as state
registers.
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2)

Netlist (Verilog)

The second algorithm defines functional equality.
To understand whether two signals are functionally equivalent or
not, we should test them under all possible situations. Therefore,
we propose three termination criteria.
a) Different input lengths: If the input length of two slices are
different, they are inequivalent;
b) Different input permutations: If the inputs of two k-slices are
just in different permutations, they are equivalent;
c) Simulation-based equivalence: If the inputs of two k-slices
are different, but the simulation results are the same for all
possible input patterns, they are equivalent.
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Pseudocode of the first algorithm

There are several existing state register identification algorithms for reverse
engineering of finite state machines. We implement and investigate one
algorithm called RELIC-FUN, and analyze its performance by comparison
with other algorithms. As opposed to other methods such as topological
matching (RELIC) or identification using graph neural networks (ReIGNN),
RELIC-FUN utilizes functional matching.

Pseudocode of the second algorithm

To evaluate the performance of RELIC-FUN, we compare its
predictions with the true labels of the nodes. Here k is one
parameter specified by the users, and it defines how large slice of
each signal we will use to test their functional equality. Two k
values, 2 and 3, are used in our experiments to show how the
value of k impacts the results. The sensitivity of RELIC-FUN
(k=3) is 100% in all three cases, while RELIC and ReIGNN
cannot achieve 100% for the gpio circuit. When reverse
engineering the finite state machine (FSM) of a design, achieving
100% sensitivity is important because any missing state registers
can lead to an incomplete FSM.

NEXT STEPS
According to the experimental results, RELIC-FUN is
conservative to tell two registers are functionally equivalent, and
that leads to a bad performance of balanced accuracy. Also,
RELIC-FUN’s performance is sensitive to the parameter k. To
overcome these challenges, we could
a) Randomly select multiple possible k-slices for each target
signal instead of one to avoid incomplete equality testing;
b) Automatic the process of choosing the value of k.
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